
Unveiling the Masterpiece: The Red Letter
Plays by Suzan Lori Parks
When it comes to theatrical brilliance and thought-provoking narratives, one
name stands out prominently - Suzan Lori Parks. As an acclaimed playwright,
screenwriter, and novelist, Parks has continuously pushed the boundaries of
storytelling and challenged conventional norms. In her awe-inspiring series, The
Red Letter Plays, she delves deep into themes of race, identity, and human
connection. Prepare yourself to be captivated as we explore this extraordinary
body of work that has left audiences across the globe spellbound.

The Red Letter Plays - A Trailblazing Journey

The Red Letter Plays is an innovative series consisting of two interconnected
plays: "In the Blood" and "Fearless." Inspired by Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic
novel "The Scarlet Letter," Parks ingeniously intertwines contemporary issues
with a rich exploration of the human condition. Through her poetic language, vivid
characters, and compelling storytelling, each play takes the audience on a
journey that forces introspection and demands a societal examination. Brace
yourself for an emotional rollercoaster where despair wrestles with hope, and
prejudice collides with compassion.

In the Blood - A Heart-Rending Melody of Desperation

In the Blood, the first play in The Red Letter Plays series, shatters hearts with its
raw depiction of pain and vulnerability. Taking inspiration from Hawthorne's
character Hester Prynne, Parks introduces us to Hester La Negrita, an
impoverished single mother of five. Set against the backdrop of a harsh and
unforgiving society, we witness Hester's struggles to provide for her children while
battling her own solitude.
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Parks masterfully dismantles our preconceived notions by humanizing a
character often relegated to the shadows of society. In a poignant portrayal, she
examines the systematic failures and social prejudices that perpetuate the cycle
of poverty. The audience is forced to confront uncomfortable realities and
question the harsh judgment society often places on those who struggle to
survive.

Fearless - Confronting Our Deepest Fears

The second play in The Red Letter Plays series, Fearless, delves into the
complex and often painful process of self-discovery. With echoes of Hawthorne's
reverberating throughout, Parks introduces us to Fear, portrayed by the enigmatic
and talented actress DeShawn. Fear embodies the universal human instinct that
often governs our decisions and actions, impacting our relationships and stifling
our growth.

In a masterstroke of creativity, Parks explores our societal fears and how they
shape our identities. Fear relentlessly probes the audience, forcing us to confront
our own demons and examine the weight of our choices. Through this immersive
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experience, we are reminded of the power of resilience and the transformative
effect of embracing our fears with open arms.

The Power of The Red Letter Plays

Suzan Lori Parks' The Red Letter Plays have been hailed as groundbreaking
achievements in contemporary theater. Rich in symbolism, poetic language, and
intense emotional depth, these plays have captivated audiences with their
unflinching portrayal of reality. Through her unyielding exploration of society's
most pressing issues, Parks invites us to ignite meaningful conversations and
challenge the status quo.

With performances that linger in our minds long after the curtains have fallen, The
Red Letter Plays remind us of the transformative power of empathy,
understanding, and shared experiences. Parks' genius lies not only in her ability
to entertain but also in her unwavering commitment to shedding light on the
darkest corners of our society.

Witness the Magic

The Red Letter Plays, a gripping testament to Suzan Lori Parks' extraordinary
talent, are not to be missed. Step into the theater, open your heart, and let the
power of these two remarkable plays envelop you in a whirlwind of emotions. The
transformative experience that awaits you will provoke introspection, challenge
preconceptions, and leave an indelible mark on your soul.

Prepare to be mesmerized by The Red Letter Plays, where the brilliance of
Suzan Lori Parks is realized in every word, every scene, and every performance.
Immerse yourself in an extraordinary journey through the human condition that
will forever change the way you view the world and its complexities.
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"In the Blood is an extraordinary new play…It is truly harrowing…we cannot turn
away, and we do not want to. The play strikes us as Hawthorne claimed his first
glimpse of the scarlet letter struck him, with "a sensation not altogether physical
yet almost so, as of a burning heat, as if the letter were not of red cloth but of red-
hot iron.’"—Margo Jefferson, The New York Times

The playwright who "has burst through every known convention to invent a new
theatrical language, like a jive Samuel Beckett, while exploding American cultural
myths and stereotypes along the way [John Heilpern, New York Observer and
Vogue]," has written two haunting riffs on Hawthorne’s The Scarlett Letter: In the
Blood and Fucking A.

Hester La Negrita of In the Blood is an unapologetic mother of five illegitimate
children—"my treasures, my five joys"—who practices writing the alphabet to help
herself "one day get a leg up. The letter A is as far as she gets. Hester Smith of
Fucking A works the only job available—abortionist to the lower class, in order to
save for a reunion picnic with her imprisoned son. Her branded A bleeds afresh
every time a patient comes to see her.
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These are two mature, beautifully crafted, inventive and poetic plays by one of
the most unique voices writing for the stage today.

Suzan Lori-Parks is also the author of The America Play and Other Works and
Venus, both published by TCG. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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